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1. Introduction

A general theory of unequal probabilities sampling without
replacement was first given by Horvitz and Thompson (1952). Since
then a large number of papers have been published on this topic.
Durbin (1953) has pointed out that the H.T. estimate is less efficient
than the pps sampling with replacement for some set of inclusion
probabilities. Besides this it suffers from a major drawback that
the estimate of y {Y)ht assumes negative values for some samples.
But when the Midzuno scheme is used the estimate becomes more
efficient than the sampling with replacement. Under this system the
estimate of the variance is never negative. The main advantage of
this method of sampling besides its simplicity and non-negative
estimate is that, it is possible to compute a set of revised probabilities
or selection P/ 's such that the inclusion probabilities Ttj resulting
irom the revised probabilities are proportional to the initial probabi-
ities of selection. It is desirable to do so since Pi's can be chosen
proportional to, some known size measure. This is possible only
when the initial probabilities of selection Pi satisfy the condition

n(y_\) ' for all -(l-D
This restriction on the initial probabilities of selection naturally
limits the uses of this simple and efficient system in practice.

The object ofthis paper is to transform the auxiliary variate Xi,
on which the initial probabilities ofselection depends such that the
restriction 1.1 is satisfied for all fs.

2. The Suggested Method

All the initial probabilities of apps sampling scheme can not be
less than To prove this let us assume that all P.'s are less

n (N~]) • ^1^®°' " C-A^—1) Pi< («—1), for all ;'s. Summing
this over i's and simplifying, we have «> N, This being impossible,
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all Pi's cannot be less than some of the Pi's

must be greater than Hence we have the following Lemma:

Lemma 2.1. For a pps sampling scheme, all or some of the

probabilities of selection must be greater than

If all Pi's are greater than the Midzuno scheme with

revised prdBabilities can be applied directly. But difficulty arises,
when some of the probabilities are less than («—l)jn{N—1). Let Pi
be the smallest of these probabilities. Let us transform X to Z
through a linear transformation

Zi^^+c, ...(2.1)
where X is the mean of X and c is an unknown constant. Under the

N •

transformation Z(=^Z<)=iV(l+c).
i

The new set of probabilities are given by

NPi+c ...(2.2)
N(\+cy . ^

/=1, 2 ,N..

Under this linear transformation, the correlation between Y and Z
remains same as that of 7 and A', since X's are usually positive. To
make the restriction (1.1)valid for new set of probabilities, we must
find c such that the lowest new probability

Substituting thevalues ofPi from (2.2) and simplifying, we have

c will be always positive as k is greater than Pi, the lowest initial

probability and {\—Nk) = i) ' R-H.S. of (2.4) being
known, we can select csuch that the new set of probabilities P.' 's
become greater than {n—\)jn{,N—\). Using these new set of proba
bilities Pi, the Midzuno system ofsampling canbeused. Hence, we
have the following theorem :
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Theorem 2.1

Under theppssampling scheme, if some of the selection proba

bilities are less than (=^), a linear transformation of the

probabilities of the form P,'=-^^±^.niay be used, where cis a
random constant satisfying the condition

N {k-P^) ,

-Pi being the smallest initial probability, such that the-P<' 's are
greater than (h—1)/« (A^—l).

By the linear transformation with positive c, the smaller proba
bilities are increased and larger probabilities are decreased since

N

1=1
It can be very easily shown that for any which
suggest that through theabove transformation probabilities maintain
the same order ofmagnitude as the initial probabilities.
Remark 2.1

The. transformation considered in 2.1 does not affect the
correlation, between the study variable and the auxiliary variable.
However the length of the intercept cut on the study variable (7) axis
is changed in the situation when the regression is linear. So naturally
one may think that the efficieny may be reduced by the'transforma-
tion which increases the intercept while satisfying the condition (1.1).
But how much efficieny is reduced can only be calculated from the
actual observations.

_ The intercept ofthe regression line 7 on Z is given by a=
Y—^X and that of7 on Z after transformation by ci'=a—pJc, where
P is the regression coefficient of F on Zand is usually positive under
pps strategy. Thus the transformation will reduce the intercept is
IK I < Ia 1 only when a is positive and 2a is greater than pZc.
When a is negative this transformation will not reduce the intercent
as p. X and c are positive.

However, the advantage of this transformation is in the, use of
the simple Midzuno scheme with revised probabilities in practical
cases, when it is not possible to use any other complicated pps without
replacement strategy.
3. Illustration

To illustrate the working ofthe above transformation, we have
considered here the most reported example studied by Yates and
Grundy (1953), The three populations with the initial probabilities
are given below:
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Table 3.1
population

SI. No. Pi A B C

1 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.2

2 0.2 1.2 1.4 0.6

3 0.3 2.1 1.8 0.9

4 0.4 3.2 2.0 0.8

The relative performance of the various sampling procedures for
sample size 2have been considered below with and without trans
formation. For the above populations the Midzuno system of
sampling with revised probabilities using H.T. estimate cannot be
used as one of the probability is less than («—l)/n(iV—1) i.e.
0.167. Hence, we have transformed the probabilities for c>0.84
(obtained from 2.4). In the first population (A), the intercept is
negative and hence it is not possible to reduce the intercept by
transformation. In the population B, the intercept is positive and
2a is greater than cfor c is in the region 1> O0.84. Inthe
population C, the intercept is positive and does not satisfy ,2a > c
for c>0.84. For illustration we have considered c= 0.9 for the
transformation.- The new set of transformed probabilities are
p/-= 0.1710, P '̂=0.2231, P3' = 0.2764 and P/ = 0.3289. Using
these probabilities, the variance of.the sample etimate of the popula
tion mean is calculated. The variance of the sample estimates of

Table 3 2
Variance of the estimate

Population

Sampling
Procedure

• A B C

For Pi For P'i For Pi For P'i For Pi For P'i

1. pps sampling
with replace
ment 0.0313 0.1871 0.0313 0.0121 0.0078 0.0146

2. Midzuno sys
tem with re
vised proba-
bilities &
H.T. estimate

Not
possible

0.0667 Not
possible

0.0053 Not
possible

0.0060

3. Horvitz-
Thompson
estimate

0.0504

•

0.0803 0.0028 0.0079 0.0036 0.0064

.
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the population mean corresponding to sampling procedures for the
three populations are given on previous page for the original and
revised probabilities.

It is observed that even though for thepopulation B, the inter
cept is reduced by the transformation, still the variance of the H.T
estiamte increases, whereas the variance of the estimate for the
replacement strategy is reduced. Therefore, it cannot be always said
that the variance of the estimate will decrease with the decrease of the
intercept except in case ofppssampling with replacement.

In fact none of the methods for pps sampling is always better
from the point of view of precision and some are even difficult for
the point ofestimating the variance for large samples. Therefore, a
procedure which is suitable for the practical point of view and
efficient than the replacement procedure is usually recommended
for the actual survey work. Midzuno strategy being one of them,"
the linear transformation suggested in the paper greatly increases
its scope in practical uses and even some cases may increase the
efficiency.

Summary

It is well known that the technique of drawing units with
varying probabilities is used in practice in order to incorporate the
available supplementary information in sampling procedure so that
the resulting variance of the estimate is minimised. Horvitz and
Thompson sampling strategy for such situation without replacement
is well known. But its major drawbacks are that in some cases
(0 the estimate of the variance assume negative values and, {ii)
becomes less efficient than the scheme with replacement. The
strategy suggested by Midzuno is free from such defects. Its main
advantage is that, it is possible to compute a set of revised probabili
ties ofselection, such that the inclusion probabilities calculated from
these revised probabilities are proportional to the initial probabili
ties of selection. This happens only when the initial probabilities

{P^) satisfy the condition />,> for all Vs. In this paper
ithas been shown that through linear transformation of the supple
mentary variable, it is possible to remove theabove restriction when
it exists and thus giving Midzuno strategy a wide applicability in
practice.
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